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,

The epr of Er3+ and Yb3+ in oriented Yo,,, (Er,Yb) Ba2Cu30,,, powders has been studied at
low temperatures T < Tcz 85 K ) . It is shown that the rare-earth ions are subject to a fluctuating
molecular field of =: 160Oe from the copper ions, independent of the kind of rare-earth ions and
principally directed along the crystallographic c axis. The fluctuation rate of this field at T > 6 K
increases exponentially with temperature: W = 3.5. 101'exp( - 25/T). On the basis of the
measured dependence of the Yb3+ epr line intensity in (Y,Yb)Ba2Cu30xon the oxygen content,
and also taking account of experimental data in the literature on the Meissner effect and the
calculated probabilities of the formation of clusters with the ortho-I structure in YBa2Cu30x,it is
deduced that the observed Er3+, Yb3+ signals and the dynamic effects in YBa2Cu306.,,
characterize the non-superconducting ortho-I11 phase, present in specimens to a noticeable
degree ( z 30% of the volume) in the form of layers (or drops) between the grains of the
superconducting ortho-I phase.

INTRODUCTION

The physical properties of the superconductor
YBa2Cu30xare very sensitive to the oxygen content in the
range of values 6.9 < x < 7.0, i.e., within the limits of the socalled "90 K plateau."'-6 In particular, the value 7.0 of the
oxygen index corresponds to the maximum Meissner effect,'
while the maximum critical temperature is reached at some
value x, < 7.0. Due to the known difficulties in finding the
absolute oxygen concentration it has not so far been possible
to determine the exact value ofx, and according to different
authors the value of x, is 6.90,2 6.92,4 6.94,' 6.95,3 and
6.96.' Recent experiments4 revealed a two-phase composition of crystals with x > x m: it appeared that the second
phase has the lattice parameter c, about 0.02 A less than the
main phase and replaces it as x increases. At the same time
the critical temperature of crystalline specimens is little sensitive to the hydrostatic pressure for x > x m (dTc/dPz0.04
K/kbar), while for x < x, the derivative dTc/dP increases
rapidly and reaches 0.4 K/kbar for x = 6.8 (Ref. 6). It is
also known that a change occurs in the sign of the thermoelectric force and in the derivative dx/dT (Ref. 5) for T > T,
(X is the spin susceptibility). Nuclear magnetic resonance
(NMR) of copper and oxygen7established that a Fermi liquid model is appropriate for describing the temperature dependences of the static spin susceptibility and the rate of
nuclear spin-lattice relaxation in "heavily doped" (overdoped) YBa2Cu30xspecimens (x > x, ). It is characteristic
of "weakly doped" (underdoped, x < x, ) specimens that an
energy gap exists in the magnetic excitation spectrum opening up at T=: 130 K. Inelastic (magnetic) neutron scattering
experiments8showed that the width of the gap depends on
the oxygen content: when the oxgyen index is reduced the
gap narrows from 325 K at x = 6.92 to 185 K for x = 6.69.
Results have recently appeared9 on the temperature dependence of the microwave surface impedance R, of a
YBa2Cu30, crystal (T, = 91.5 K). Although the exact value of the oxygen content in this specimen remained unknown, according to certain indirect criteria (the large
width z 4 K of the superconducting transition, the existence
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of the "35 K anomaly" in the R, ( T) dependence, see below)
this crystal should evidently be ascribed to the "weakly
doped" category. Analysis of results9 shows that the scattering rate of thermally excited quasiparticles in the temperature range from 80 K to 60 K changes according to the law
7-' = T; 'exp( - E/kT), where the energy E = 320 K coincides with the width of the "spin gap" found by inelastic
neutron scattering for x = 6.92 (Ref. 8), while T; ' = 4.5
x 1014s-' agrees with the fluctuation rate of the hyperfine
magnetic field on copper Cu(2) nuclei in the CuO, planes
found earlier in NQR (Ref. 10) and NMR (Ref. 11) experiments, i.e., with the rate of copper spin fluctuations for
T > Tc.
Results of Bonn et aL9 not only confirm, as it seems to
us, the magnetic nature of quasi-particle scattering in specimens with x < x, for T < T, , but also indicate the existence
of one other singular point on the temperature scale: this
point Tc2 = 35 K corresponds to the maximum of the measured surface impedance. We note that anomalies of the
physical properties of YBa2Cu30x ( x z 6.9) compounds at
low temperatures were also observed earlier. For example, in
NQR experiments on copperI2-l6 speeding up of spin-spin
relaxation of Cu(2) nuclei was recorded at 35 K, while it was
established" that this effect is only observed in specimens
with x < 6.95. In the temperature range from 45 K to 25 K
the electron paramagnetic resonance (epr ) spectra of copper
also undergo appreciable
as the temperature
decreases, instead of a narrow asymmetry of the epr line a
wide symmetric epr line appears, as though motion takes
place in the system of electron spins which changes its nature
at T z 3 5 K and stops at helium temperatures. Bondar' et
al.12 suggest that at T z 3 5 K either a second-order phase
transition occurs or a rearrangement of the dynamic state of
the intrinsic defects in YBa2Cu30x.In Ohkawa's view2' the
anomalies in the physical properties at the point Tc, are due
to a second superconducting transition.
However that may be, the experimental facts reported
above can evidently be taken as evidence of a qualitatively
new state of the copper electron spin system for T < 35 K in
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YBa2Cu30, compounds with the oxygen content, x <x,
(within the limits of the "90 K plateau"). The aim of the
present work was to study the static and dynamic characteristics of this state. Using the epr method we established that
the rare-earth ions (REI) Er3+ and Yb3+ introduced into
the compound YBa2Cu306,,, as probes are subject to a molecular field of 160 Oe at low temperatures, which is almost independent of the kind of RE1 and is directed along
the crystallographic c axis. The fluctuation rate of this field
grows with increasing temperature as exp( - 25/T) and
reaches the value 2. 101Os-' at 40 K.

--

EXPERIMENT

The epr measurements were carried out with a 3 cm
IRES-1003
spectrometer.
The
specimens
were
ErO.Ol Ba2Cu306.85
and
'0.99
YbO,Ol Ba2Cu306.85
powders ( Tc 85 K ) with particle dimensions less than 10
Pm,2'.22mixed with epoxy resin and oriented in a magnetic
field of 59 kOe. No contaminant phases were revealed in the
specimens by x-ray measurements. The magnitudes of the
oxygen indices were estimated by comparing the critical
temperature and crystal lattice parameter co with what is
known from the literature',23of the Tc ( x ) and co(x) dependences; the error in such an estimate is at most f0.05.
The Er3+ and Yb3+ epr spectra in YBa,Cu306,,, are
described by a spin Hamiltonian of rhombic ~ymrnetry.~'
However, since the difference between the g-tensor components in the ab plane is small, we assume in what follows that
g, = g, = g,, gc = gl,. Figures 1 and 2 show the temperature dependences of the g-factors and the linewidth Awip
= (gap, / f i ) AH;p from the peak to the absorption derivative peak. To complete the picture, results are also given in
Fig. 2 of the magnitudes of the epr linewidth Ao, of Yb3+
calculated on the basis of the results of measuring epr of
unoriented Yo,,, Yb,,, Ba2Cu306,,, powder2' (denoted by
the symbols A) and an estimate of the spin-lattice relaxation
rate of ytterbium ions from the temperature dependence of
the "OYb3+ Mossbauer spectra in a Yo,,, Yb,,, Ba,Cu30,
specimen with x z 7 . 0 (Ref. 24) (symbols A ) ; both these
sets of additional results are calculated according to known
rules (see Ref. 25 and Eq. ( 1) below) on the assumption that
the line-width at helium temperatures is Aw,, = 0.31.10'0
rad/s. Without so far discussing the temperature dependence of the g-factors of Er3+ and Yb3+ ions, we turn to the
fact that both the
( T) curves in Fig. 2 have a minimum
at some temperature Tmin.The measurements showed that
the line shape of both RE ions at the temperatures T z Tmin
are close to Gaussian (see, e.g., Fig. 3 ) . To the right of the
minimum the
( T) and Awip ( T) curves for each of the
RE ions practically coincide. Their rapid fall with increasing
temperature is produced by the strong 4f-electron-phonon
interaction [an Orbach spin-lattice relaxation process in the
case of Er3+ and a Raman process for Yb3+ (Ref. 26) ] and
will not concern us further. We only note that from our results the temperature dependence of the spin-lattice relaxation rate of Yb3+ ions does not have a singularity at T = Tc .
This conclusion agrees with a previous conclusion by
Hodges et aLZ4To the left of the minimum the magnitude of
hobp increases in both cases and only becomes constant for
T < 6 K, while the line width Awip remains constant for
T < 2 0 K. Additional measurements at a frequency of 37
GHz showed that the linewidth Awip at low temperatures is
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FIG. 1. Temperature dependence of theg-factors of a) Er"+ and b) Yb3+
ions in YBa,Cu,O,,, .

related roughly linearly to the magnitude of the external d.c.
field H,. Such behavior of Aw(H,) ususally characterizes
inhomogeneous epr line broadening due to a spread of the gfactor caused by local distortions of the electric crystal field
(ECF).
DISCUSSION

The reduction in the value of hobp( T) (see Fig. 2 ) in
the range from helium temperatures to Tminleads one to
consider the effect of the narrowing of resonance lines due to
rapid motion.27 The results of our experiments can be explained if it is assumed that the inhomogeneous linewidth
(Auk, ,,) measured at low temperatures is mainly due to
static local distortions of the CEF due to defects in the crys,
tal structure [dipole-dipole interaction of the RE1 magnetic
moments can only give a small contribution (-2-3%) to
the epr linewidth for their relative concentration of 1% 1,
while an appreciable contribution to the width (Am!, ,,)
also comes from a spread (or slow fluctuations) of magnetic
fields produced by copper ions and preferentially directed
along the crystallographic c axis. If it is assumed further that
for T > 4 K these molecular fields start to fluctuate as a result
of some thermally activated motion of the copper-oxygen
phase and the fluctuation rate Wgrows rapidly with increas-

-
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The main contribution to the linewidth (Eq. 1) should be
given only by the quasi-adiabatic components of the molecular field, i.e., those with frequencies lying in the range from
- Sw to + Sw, so that the linewidth is determined by the
relati~n:~'

rn

where
is the contribution from the second moment of
the resonance line in the absence of motion, while J ( w ) is the
spectral density of the molecular field fluctuations. Assuming, as usual, that J ( w ) = 27-,/( 1 + w27: ), where T, is the
fluctuation correlation time, we obtain from Eq. ( 2 )
6,'

(3

= 6w~(2/n)arctg(6wt,).

Analysis of the experimental results (Fig. 2) using Eqs. ( 1)
and ( 3 ) gives the following results:
E?+ (T = 4,O
FIG. 2. Temperature dependence of the linewidths of Er3+ and Yb3+ in
YBa2Cu306,,,; circles and squares show the present work, A, A are estimates of hob for Yb3+ ions according to results of, respectively, Abdulsabirov et al." and Hodges et

ing temperature, then we arrive naturally at the effect of
narrowing of the epr line, when the rate W( T) becomes comIn order to
mensurate with the value of (Awjp - Awip.,,)
estimate the magnitudes of the molecular field and of the
fluctuation rate we assume that in the absence of a molecular
field the line width at low temperatures would be independent of the specimen orientation in the magnetic field and
would be equaL to (Awip,,) = Aw ( a better justification
for such an assumption is the general character of the
( T) curves for different REI's shown in Fig. 2). Then
knowing that the narrowing of a resonance line due to motion should have a Lorentzian shape,28we can find from the
experiment the halfwidth of this line at half-maximum using
the following e q ~ a t i o n : ' ~

Aw = 0,88.101° rad/s,

- 23 K):

(62)= 0 . 5 5 . 1 0 ~rad/s,
~
'I2

yb3+ (T = 4,O - 39 K):

It follows from Eq. ( 4 ) that the root mean square value
'I2/
of the molecular field at low temperature, ho = f i (
g , , , ~ ,which
,
is equal to 160 + 22 Oe for Er3+ and 148 + 20
Oe for Yb3+ is practically independent of the kind of RE ion.
Moreover, the fluctuation rate W = I/T, extracted from the
Er3+ and Yb3+ epr spectra agree well with one another (Fig.
4) and make it possible to determine the form of the temperature dependence W (T ): for T < 40 K we have

W)

where Wo = (3.5 + 0.7) 10" s-', U = (25 + 3 ) K. These

FIG. 3. Epr spectrum of Yb3+ ions in YBa,Cu30,,, for Hllc and
T = 49.4 K; the strong-field and weak-field lines are due to powder particles with the c axis parallel and perpendicular to the magnetic field, respectively.
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FIG. 4. Temperature dependence of the fluctuation rate of the molecular
field on Er3+ and Yb+ ions in YBa,Cu306 .
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facts provide the hope that the thermally activated motion
which we have found is not connected with any perturbation introduced into the crystal lattice by the impurity RE
ions but appears as a feature inherent to the compound
YBa2Cu306.85

'

We now consider the temperature dependence of the
RE ion g-factors (Fig. 1). The overall character of the effect
(g, zconst. dg,,/dT> 0 ) recalls the effect of diamagnetic
shielding of the external magnetic field at low temperatures,
especially noticeable for field orientations H,IJc, i.e., perpendicular to the CuO, planes. Not ruling out the possibility of
changes in the g-factors due to the temperature dependence
of the CEF potential and to effects from the conduction electrons, we draw attention here to the fact that the shifts in the
resonance lines in the orientation Hollc[AHo (50 K ) z 170
Oe for Er3+ and 60 Oe for Yb3+] observed on warming from
helium temperatures are, in order of magnitude, close to the
value of h, found above. Consequently, it can be suggested
that the epr lines for Hollc are shifted for the same reason as
these lines are broadened at helium temperatures, i.e., the
molecular fields due to the Cu ( 2 ) copper ions at the RE sites
are not canceled out. The existence of a nonzero static field
at the RE impurity sites at helium temperatures has already
been mentioned above: 200 + 100 Oe on Er3+ ions in
Yo,,,, Er,,,,, B ~ , C U , O , , ~1600
~ + 800 Oe on Yb3+ ions in
Yo,,7Ybo.03Ba2Cu30,,24
2100 + 1000 Oe on Yb3+ ions in
Yo~97Ybo,o,Ba2Cu306,35
.30 The occurrence of a nonzero
static field at RE sites can result either from the shift of the
RE impurity ion from its centrosymmetric position Y or
from a spread in the values and directions of the magnetic
moments of the copper Cu(2) ions. It is evident that it will
only be possible to find the correct explanation of the results
of our measurements of g ( T ) (as also the results of other
e ~ ~ e r i m e n t s ~after
~ . ~special
~ . ~ ~studies
)
of a series of specimens with different oxygen content, but the following conclusions can already be drawn. If the epr line-shifts AH, are
actually due to the unbalanced molecular fields of the eight
Cu(2) ions, then it follows from symmetry considerations
that the shifts observed in our experiments (AH b( #O, AH;
= 0 ) can appear in two cases: ( a ) when the RE ion is shifted
from the center of a cube at the vertices of which there are
Cu(2) ions, along its space diagonal; ( b ) when a pair of
neighboring (along the c axis) Cu(2) spins from the CuO,
planes adjacent to the RE ion undergo spontaneous reorientation. We will assume that the local fields from Cu(2) on an
RE ion have a pure dipole nature. Then no reasonable shift
of a RE ion can explain the magnitude of AH, observed in
our epr experiments and, all the more, in the experiments of
Hodges et a1.24.30Only possibility ( b ) thus remains: when a
pair of Cu(2) spins in neighboring planes are simultaneously reoriented ferromagnetic clusters arise from five copper
spins (the same type as discussed by Hizhnyakov and Sigmund31), the RE ion appears inside a "sandwhich" of two
such clusters and a field AH bj ( 1500 Oe/p, )p,, arises at
its position. According to calculation^,^ the antiferromagnetic exchange energy between two Cu(2) layers in compounds with ~ ~ 6 . is2 from
0 1.5 to 15 MeV, i.e., 17-170 K.
In the literature of the last three years experimental
facts which are evidence of the appearance of low-frequency
fluctuations of the internal magnetic and electric fields in
cuprate layers at low temperatures have been referred to
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more than once. Borsa et
were the first to point out the
appearance of "mobile" defects with small activation energies in CuO, planes doped with oxygen holes: they explained
the spin-lattice relaxation of I3,La nuclei in the nonsuperconducting La, ,Sol CuO, - as the result of the action of
internal magnetic fields on the nucleus, fluctuating at a rate
W = 5. 1014exp( - 8/T). In work devoted to the study of
the Mossbauer spectra of the superconductor
YBa,(Cu, ,8 Fe, ),O, with T, = 62 K, Wu et
noted
fluctuations in the electric field gradient at 57Fe3+ions in
Cu(2) positions; at temperatures below 30 K the activation
energy was found to be (19 + 6) K. Studies of Mossbauer
spectra of I7OYb3+in Yo Yb, ,, Ba,Cu306 ,, showed3' that
ytterbium nuclei are acted on by a molecular field of -2100
Oe inclined at an angle of ~ 4 5to" the c axis, the fluctuation
rate of which varies from lo9-10'' s-I at 4 K to > loLZs-'
for T > 30 K.
As we cannot deduce anything from these facts (neither
the dynamic effects themselves nor their possible effect on
the properties of a superconducting material are understood
at present) we shall try to analyze our results using developments in the theoretical work of de Fontaine and his coll e a g u e ~and
~ ~refined
. ~ ~ in experimental work3, on the representation of the YBa2Cu30, phase diagram. The oxygen
index 6.85 belongs to the region in which two phases exist3,:
ortho-I ( x = 7.00, all copper chains filled with O(1) atoms)
and ortho-I11 (x = 6.67, pairs of "full" chains alternating
with single "empty" chains, the lattice has a period 3ao).
Note that the superlattice with lattice parameter 3a, has
been observed several times by electron diffraction and elec~,~~~~
the most convincing demtron m i c r o s ~ o p y ;however,
onstration of its existence was recently produced by Yang et
~ 1Our. measurements
~ ~
show (Fig. 5 ) that the integrated
intensity of the Yb3+ epr signal, expressed per unit mass of
specimen, reaches a maximum value just at x 6.7. Consequently, the RE ion epr signal and the observed dynamic
effects can be attributed to the ortho-I11 phase. This phase is
evidently not superconducting. We can come to this conclusion by comparing results for the Mossbauer effect1and the
probability of formation of 01 clusters35 in specimens with

,,
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FIG. 5. Dependence of epr signal intensity of Yb3+ ions in
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phases). If thin layers of ortho-I11 phase (with special magdifferent oxygen content. Experiment' shows that the volnetic properties, as our experiments show) take part in the
ume fraction of superconductor in a specimen with x = 6.85
formation of weak interactions between superconducting
is 54 & 4% of that observed in a specimen with x = 7.00.
ortho-I domains, then they will evidently produce scattering
According to c a l ~ u l a t i o n 0, ~1~clusters should have about
of Cooper pairs and will affect the observed magnetic and
such a weight (56%) in a specimen with x = 6.85, while the
transport properties of YBa2Cu30x specimens. We assume
relative weight of 0111 and disordered clusters with random
that the shift AH! and the width h, of Er3+ and Yb3+ epr
single, double and triple chains of O(1) vacancies should be
lines in a field Hollc at helium temperatures are actually due
equal, respectively, to 33% and 11%.
Assuming the existence in one specimen of superconto localization in the neighborhood of the RE ion of an antiducting and nonsuperconducting phases, we should naturalferromagnetically coupled pair of ferromagnetic clusters
(FMC) of Cu(2) copper with spins S = 5/2, formed in maly consider the question of the dimensions of the "grains"
terial weakly doped with oxygen hole^.^' The reduction of
(clusters) of these phases. We note first of all that the multiphase composition appears not only in polycrystalline (cethe shift and of the linewidth with increasing temperature
ramic) specimens but also in high-quality single crystals.
can then be taken to be a result of thermally activated hops of
. ~ magnetization
~
curves
For example, Osofsky et ~ 1studying
these paired clusters from one RE ion to another. What basis
of YBa2Cu30xcrystals found that specimens with x > 6.94
is there for introducing discussion of a FMC pair here? An
behave as homogeneous superconductors in a magnetic
impurity RE ion is positioned between CuO, planes and
field, while specimens with x < 6.94 behave as granular sysleads to the appearance of defects (deformations) symmetritems in a sufficiently strong field with the superconducting
cal in both planes. It is natural to expect that localization of
oxygen-rich regions divided by intermediate regions of oxyFMC's will take place at such defects. Proceeding logically,
gen-deficient material and the 90 K superconductivity is
we can assume further that at sufficiently low temperatures
percolative (the percolation threshold is x, = 6.78 f0.03).
FMC's of copper will also maintain themselves near other
One can approach an estimate of the minimum size of cluspoint defects [such as O(1) oxygen vacancies], introducing
ters of superconducting phase by using the suggestion of Jorasymmetrical distortions in adjacent CuO, planes. In such
g e n ~ e nof~ a~concept
, ~ ~ of "structural coherence," accordcases the probability of formation of stable, antiferromagneing to which the main condition for superconductivity to
tically coupled pairs of FMC's should be small, while single
arise in layered cuprates is the existence of translational
localized FMC's with spin S = 5/2 should given an epr sigsymmetry of the CuO, planes. Jorgensen et a1.45,46consider
nal. In this model the following interpretation can, for examthat local orthorhombic order (i.e., local structural coherple, be given for those transformations which the epr spectra
ence) in the form of orthorhombic fluctuations or microof copper in YBa2Cu30xundergo when the temperature dedomains may be sufficient to maintain superconductivity
c r e a s e ~ . ' ~Single
" ~ FMC's mobile at high temperatures start
and that the critical structural coherence length should be of
to "condense" at defects at T- 35 K and are fully localized
the same order as the superconducting coherence length
at helium temperatures; the large epr linewidth at low temla, 15 b;. On the other hand, for superconductivity to arise peratures may be associated with the existence of an unrea sufficiently high current carrier concentration is necessary
solved fine structure.
in the CuO, planes which provides charge transfer from
Of course, all our discussions of pairs of FMC's are in
CuO chains. It was shown4' that charge transfer is only posthe nature of unsubstantiated suggestions. However, it will
sible from chain fragments Cu-0- ...- 0-Cu of length not
be appropriate to mention here the following interesting fact
less than 4 b O z15 b;. We thus obtain an estimate of the miniin confirmation that these suggestions deserve serious atten15 A. A
mum dimension of superconducting clusters I,,
tion: the temperature dependence of the spin susceptibility
value close to it, I,,
30 b; was given by Alek~eevskiietaI.~~ (xs) known from the literature and the NMR Knight shifts
in epr studies of Gd3+ in (Y,Gd) Ba2Cu30x.Although such
( K ) of lightly doped YBa2Cu30x compounds agree exsmall cluster dimensions are inaccessible to measurement by
tremely well with the temperature variation of the susceptiexisting methods, we should nevertheless mention that it
bility of a system of antiferromagnetically coupled pairs
was possible by neutron diffraction to find "drops" of ortho(sl = 5/2, s2 = 5/2)51
I1 phase with mean dimensions 10aoX 24b0X 2c,, i.e.,
40 x 90 x 24 A3 in the compound YBa,Cu306, (Ref. 49).
As regards the dimensions of non-conducting inclusions,
they would be unlikely to differ greatly from those given
above. For example, Vega et
estimated the minimum
volume of a dielectric cluster per single 0 ( I ) vacancy as 12
elementary cells (2aox 3b0x 2co).
It appears that the estimates given above are very crude,
but they give an idea of the possible microscopic scales of
the phase stratification in lightly doped YBa2Cu30x comIn fact, it is sufficient to take the exchange interaction conpounds. This idea will evidently correspond better with
stant in Eq. ( 6 ) as J = - 141 K to describe the results of
reality if we take into account another specific structural
measurements of X, ( T ) , 63K(T) and "K(T) in
feature of these compounds, the laminar structure. The asY B ~ , C U ~ O(T,
~ , ~=
, 62 K ) in the temperature range 25sumed form of the structure of weakly doped compounds
300 K (Ref. 52). This energy lies within the limits indicated
will occur when the assembly of superconducting ortho-I
by Rossat-Mignod et al.' for compounds with xg6.2, while
domains is in the form of thin plates alternating with layers
the value 21JI = 282 K, the energy interval between the
of nonsuperconducting material (ortho-I11 and disordered
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ground state singlet ( S = 0 ) and the nearest excited ( S = 1 )
states of the pair ( s , = s, = 5/2), is close to the width of the
"spin gap" a compound with x = 6.92, which was measured
by inelastic neutron ~cattering.~
We note in conclusion that the present investigation
could not reveal any feature of the spin dynamics at temperatures near T,, . We postulate that for T> 35 K the character
of the motion changes and the activation energy grows
sharply, as happens for example in YBa, (Cu,,, Fe,,, ),O,
(Ref. 33), where the activation energy becomes equal to
120 K for T> 30 K. Such a tendency is just noticeable in
Fig. 4, but the large inhomogeneous width and strong spinphonon broadening of the epr lines of the RE ions interfere
with its verification. Because of the technical difficulties of
the experiment, associated with the low epr signal intensity
and changes in the Q-factor of the vhf resonator, we were
T, which
also unable to observe the jump in intensity for
could be expected on account of the appearance of an additional epr signal from the ortho-I phase.
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